Summary of CDC-EHDI Survey Data by Region: Calendar Year 2005

Region I and II States

- CT, ME, MA, NH, NJ, NY*, RI, VT (*Complete data for NY was not available in year 2005)

Summary of Key Data Indicators

- Occurrent Births: 278,124
- Percent Screened: 98.3% (273,503 infants)
- Percent Not Passing (final screen): 1.5% (4,091 infants)
- No Diagnosis: 2,210 (54.0%)
- Normal Hearing: 1,406
- Hearing Loss / Incidence: 475 / 1.7 per 1,000 screened

Status of Infants Not Passing Screening (Regions I & II, 2005) Total Not Pass = 4,091

- Normal Hearing: 34.4%
- Died / Moved / Refused: 2.5%
- In Process: 3.4%
- Hearing Loss: 11.6%
- LFU / LTD: 48.1%

No Diagnosis: Includes infants that are “In process,” “Died / Parents declined services,” “Non-residents or Moved out of jurisdiction,” and “Unable to contact / Unresponsive / Unknown”

LFU / LTD: Loss to Follow-up / Loss to Documentation
- Represents cases with no diagnosis due to reasons including “Unable to contact” or “Unresponsive” family and “Unknown” status

No Diagnosis by Reason (Regions I & II, 2005)

- No Diagnosis = 2,210
- % In Process: 6.4%
- % Died / Refused: 2.5%
- % Non-Res / Moved: 2.1%
- % LFU / LTD: 89.0%